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: radiation by the very finest and, therefore, most persistent, dust is y negligible in comparison with its interception of incoming solar tion.
timber of Dust Particles.—The intensity of the solar radiation Ix it has passed through x cm. of the dust layer of the atmosphere, is
_    as Drevirmalir ^xrWI«4^^J   i^,, 4-i~~ „__~j.:__
. as Previously explained, by the equation
J    _.
according to numerous observations made during the summer of 1912, when the solar radiation had passed entirely through the at such an angle that it met, roughly, twice as many dust cles as it would have met had it come in normally, or from the ca, it was reduced by about 20 per cent. That is to say, under these .-fcions
Ix = 0.87.
:e,
10 = 8e2"awC92)'10"'u.
is; = 27V, the total number of particles passed in a cylinder of 1 ~e centimeter cross-section. Then
10 = 8/#*-(92)210-i2
lence   the number of particles in a vertical cylinder of 1 sq. \ -section is given, roughly, by the equation
N = 34 X 104.
emperature Correction Due to Dust Radiation. — With the number size of the dust particles known it is easy to determine at least an r limit to the effect of the direct radiation of the particles themselves ic temperature of the earth.
'he temperature of the dust particles, obviously, is very nearly that ic upper atmosphere in which they float, that is, approximately 0 C-, or 218° Abs. Also, as previously explained, the quantity ,cliation from the atmosphere below the isothermal region is sub-:ially that which would be given off by a full radiator at 252° Abs. J"ow, assume the dust particles to be concentrated side by side on a non plane, and, further, assume them to be full radiators — condi-; that would raise their effect to the theoretical upper limit. Let E ic intensity or quantity per square centimeter of the outgoing plan-r radiation, and D the intensity of the incoming dust radiation. i
E:D = (252)4:a(218)4,
:iich a is the projected area of all the particles in a vertical cylinder of zare centimeter cross-section.

